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Abstract: From the outset of the war in Ukraine, extensive crises in many sectors of the world
economy have occurred, with firms offering services and products both online and through physical
stores facing serious problems. These problems are mainly related to higher operational costs and
the lack of website visibility. For this research study, centralized payment network organizations
(CPNs), firms providing online payment services through their networks, were selected and analytical
data from their websites were collected for a period of 6 months. The main focus of this research
study is to evaluate benefits and the role of social media strategies for CPNs’ digital marketing
performance during crisis events and to also assess their utility as a risk-management tool. Following
data collection, the authors performed statistical processes (regression and correlation analysis) and
stationary modeling with Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping (FCM) tools; finally, dynamic simulations were
performed by utilizing Agent-Based Models (ABM). The authors suggest that various variables of
CPNs’ social media platforms can aid in improving their digital marketing performance and, using
proper analysis, can lead to higher user social engagement, thus rendering social media strategy a
useful risk-management tool.

Keywords: strategic digital marketing; social media strategy; sustainable supply chain; innovation
process; crisis; risk management; centralized payment networks (CPN); big data; fuzzy applications;
decision support systems

1. Introduction
1.1. War Crisis Management

In February 2022, the world witnessed the beginning of a very intense crisis between
Russia and Ukraine that caused significant instability to the world economy. The EU has
already adopted six packages of sanctions, such as the closure of EU airspace to all Russian
aircraft and prohibitions on transactions, exports, and new investments, among others, in
an attempt to weaken the Russian economy and, thus, its ability to wage war [1]. Those
actions revived some of the main concerns of the EU regarding safety and security, creating
a sense of jeopardy and resulting in a humanitarian crisis [2].

Unfortunately, crises do occur, and they can either be natural, technological, health, or
financial crises, producing alarming cascading effects on the world’s economy. War crises
are among the worst ones due to the human contribution, as they are man-made disasters
that are able to create geopolitical emergencies [3]. According to UNCTAD (2022), the war
in Ukraine provokes a multidimensional crisis in trade, complicating global supply-chain
reconfigurations and leading to social unrest [4]. During war periods, the supply chain
that supports industrial and agricultural sectors is either stressed or broken, causing severe
declines in economic activity [5].
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To prevent disruptive and unexpected events and provide security at all levels, crisis
management has to be a priority on every country’s agenda as an opportunity to organize
both national and local organizations [6,7]. At the time of a war crisis, diplomacy is seen as
an alternative for avoiding conflicts and for preparing the ground for risk reduction and for
sustaining peace [8]. The Russian invasion of Ukraine will definitely change the approach to
risk reduction, not only at a national level with regards to geopolitical disruptions but also
at a local level and particularly for businesses by creating a global risk superstorm. Even if
the Sendai Framework 2015–2030 provides actions to prevent disaster risk reduction [9],
the current conflict highlights the urgent need for a reassessment of worst-case scenarios.

Just as the impact of the pandemic has started to soften, the war in Ukraine has deliv-
ered another shock: that of financial services. Crises push companies over the technology
tipping point and tend to accelerate technology development [10]. The Russian invasion of
Ukraine influenced fintech companies, for which their rapid development was observed
after the pandemic [11–13]. Since military operations are still occurring and the entire
financial sector has plunged into a new reality, innovation activities will be the key to
mitigating risks and unlocking undiscovered directions that will lead payment centralized
network firms to move to the top [14,15].

An extensive examination of five centralized payment network firms’ (CPNs), or
fintech firms, websites was conducted to obtain relevant behavioral data that will be useful
throughout this study. Web analytics is connected with the gathering and assessment
of both structured and unstructured information from a webpage for improving digital
marketing efficiency. The authors aim to analyze the efficiency of social media analytics
during the war crisis in Ukraine from the five most-known CPN firms and to model them
to assess their digital marketing performance.

As a result, the present study is organized as follows: the introduction to the existing
literature on the relevant topic; Section 2 examines the sample collection of the required
analytic data and metrics and presents the paper’s research hypotheses; Section 3 presents
the findings of the statistical evaluation, such as the regression analysis, fuzzy cognitive
mapping, and the agent-based modeling development, depending on the coefficients of the
statistical analysis; Section 4 explains the main results of the study, and Section 5 analyzes
the study’s recommended implications and presents current limitations and future studies.

1.2. Crisis Management and Innovation as a Risk Mitigation Tool

Looking back on the current pandemic, it is apparent that innovations are at the heart
of every crisis [16]. When crises occur, organizations seize the opportunity to create new
products, new services, and new markets so as to cope with the new reality. Vulnerabilities
that are completely ignored or to which firms are unaware of are seen as chances to
experiment with new technologies in an attempt to overcome existing obstacles and to
return to a normal state. Glodzinski and Marciniak [17] state that innovations play a
significant role in developing crisis-response strategies. In line with that statement, the
project Driver [18], developed and supported by the European Commission, identifies that
“neither successful R&D nor strong end-user demand always leads to innovations.” This
observation verifies that innovations could also flourish during crisis situations by creating
services/products that meet shifting customer needs.

Innovative choices such as social media have been reported to serve as risk mitigation
tools for businesses during crises. In particular, the utilization of social media platforms as a
dynamic communication tool is a well-established strategy for either spreading the desired
message or disseminating rumors [19,20]. Risk management during disaster-related crises
by using social media as a crowdsourced data collection platform has also been indicated
by studies [21–23], especially in the context of GeoSocial Intelligence. Alexander [24]
identifies seven different ways social media is used during crises, including listening to
public debates and creating social cohesion, tools that can be highly effective for a crisis
risk-management strategy.
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During the pandemic, several pivotal stages were observed, especially in organiza-
tions’ go-to-market models, with the majority of them adapting to new digital methods [25].
Customers’ rapid change in shopping preferences serves as a driving force for organiza-
tions’ tendency to pivot. Although the world was completely unprepared to deal with
such a crisis, many organizations employed innovative behavior to succeed in the digital
sphere [26].

Organizations need to maintain stability, build resilience, and return to growth, when
crises such as war are occurring, by embracing the challenge and turning problems into
opportunities [27]. However, effective response strategies based on innovation require
organizational culture. Even in fast-growing industries, such as the banking sector with
massive investments in start-ups, innovations can only occur when companies employ
a clear innovation strategy [28]. Dobni’s study [29] introduces a seven-factor model to
measure an organization’s innovation culture. This study, as well as the following ones
in different sectors [30,31], sets innovation as a metric of future success. Establishing and
cultivating an environment that supports new ideas and out-of-the-box thinking should
core elements in every organization that wishes to outperform other organizations during
and after the crisis.

1.3. Fintech Revolution during the War Crisis

Being digital in the finance sphere during war tragedies is a challenging topic for
fintech companies since financial accessibility and convenience are under threat [32]. Ac-
cording to the Office of Foreign Assets Control [33], fintech companies are recommended to
be banned by the Russian government. This initiative to isolate the Russian market creates a
tremendous cost to fintech companies worldwide. However, it also develops opportunities
for innovations, galvanizing crypto and NFT spaces [34]. For example, according to Statista,
Ukraine is among the first nations to accept cryptocurrency donations following Russia’s
invasion [35]. Therefore, while centralized payment firms continue to grow and work
across the globe, even during wartime, it is important to build alternative solutions to
reduce risk perceptions and achieve financial stability.

The pandemic has induced dramatic market shifts and consumers’ behavioral
changes [36–38]. The financial sector managed to respond quickly and become war re-
silient due to all these COVID-19 adaptations regarding digitalization. Considering the
circumstances, the financial industry has received excellent training during the pandemic,
accelerating the adaptation to more digital strategies [39–41]. Centralized payment firms
continue to offer innovations in order to develop customized financial solutions. In an
attempt to overcome conventional financial services, fintech companies use blockchain and
cryptocurrency to offer a plethora of alternatives and options. This profound transforma-
tion causes major problems for traditional financial institutions, regarding security and
transparency, as they see themselves as lagging behind [42].

Due to the fact that the fintech sector does not require a physical presence in banks and
employs an automated process, reducing errors in this manner, centralized payment firms
are largely sustainable. According to Statista (b), by 2026, the number of Fintech users is
expected to reach a thrilling amount of 5211.27 m [43]. This new pattern of human behavior,
the new digital persona, allows personalization to take place in an attempt to enhance
customers’ experience [44]. New hyper-personalized financial services are offered so as
to capture the full picture of online users, from traditional demographics to transactional
behaviors and purchasing preferences. In a nutshell, when financial technology is combined
with the latest technological developments, companies are able to provide innovative
financial services, especially during crisis periods.

Fintech startups are now booming: With the technological innovations they offer, the
financial sector is able to deliver a high level of digital services over the course of a crisis.
CBI (2021) states that there are more than 800 unicorns in 2021, topping USD 1 B each,
of which 162 are involved in fintech activities, making the industry very attractive and
raising the competition bar extremely high [45]. However, even if fintech companies are
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leading other sectors, it is obvious that they face numerous challenges regarding trust and
credibility [46], regulations [47], and data privacy risks [48] among others. Given that crises,
such as the war, create a massive fintech boom, only companies that manage to cut through
the noise by using unconventional marketing strategies will lead the way and become the
industry norm.

1.4. Ukrainian War Crisis and Centralized Payment Networks’ Usage

Integrating new technologies into the international business network offers new
challenges and new opportunities to global platforms and ecosystems [49]. Historically,
crises come along with technological booms, in which reshaping mindsets and behaviors
provides outstanding opportunities for businesses not only in providing relief in times of
crisis but also outperforming competition during the recovery period [50]. The financial
crisis in 2008 led to important innovations in the financial ecosystem, with e-payments,
e-trading, and cryptocurrencies being some of the main advances of fintech companies [51].
The recent pandemic has altered how consumers and firms engage with financial service
providers, causing tremendous growth in the use of digital financial services [52]. The
fintech sector could not stop from being constantly developed, with rapid advances within
the sector over the past few years to operate as an antidote to financial instability [53].

It is apparent that during crises, consumers change their behavior, moving to new
digital habits and trends and accelerating digital adoption through digital channels [54].
This profound inclination toward digitalization set the ground for well-established digital
companies to flourish since consumers tend to use trusted resources during crisis peri-
ods [55]. Indeed, trust is one of the most valued aspects of banking [56]. Although trust
in banks tends to be lower in countries with financial instability [57], the evolution of
technology enhances trust relationships [58]. According to Statista, fintech companies are
considered as being more highly trusted financial institutions as opposed to traditional
financial institutions, as mentioned by respondents aged between 18 and 24, with older
age groups placing a gradual decrease in their levels of trust toward fintech companies;
however, it is still higher than those of traditional institutions [59]. This fact demonstrates
that centralized payment networks receive the attention and respect of consumers as being
a more favorable means of conducting financial activities. To add to this, if it is considered
that fintech companies surpass traditional banks in terms of convenience and ease of use
due to their digital nature [60], it is likely that the latter will lose their previous popularity.

The war in Ukraine had a global ripple effect on the banking system and financial flow,
especially since seven major Russian banks were disconnected from the SWIFT network
on 12 March 2022 [61]. Despite the shift in sanctions and the new “isolation” culture
that the Russian market and economy is facing during the war, the fintech sector still
thrives in multiple ways. For instance, the SWIFT ban imposed on Russian and Belarusian
banks [1] forced fintech companies to take actions to suspend or restrict transactions so as
to remain compliant with the international sanctions imposed. As such, Fintech companies
contribute to the enforcement of the financial aspect of the current conflict. In addition, the
alternatives to SWIFT, the System for Transfer of Financial Messages system developed
by Russia (SPFS) and China’s Cross-Border Interbank Payment System (CIPS), demand
the development of new financial companies so as to connect the Russian economy with
international businesses. Moreover, the war shakes the foundations of the economy [62]
since all parties of cross-border transactions demand stable financial trade, without concerns
about respective exchange rates and conversions to third-party currencies caused by the
war. This will set the ground for technological advances in digital money, rendering the
fintech ecosystem essential. On the other side of the spectrum, this humanitarian crisis
has led millions of people to immigrate, having little or no credit history at all. Fintech
companies should work in this direction with the intention to release innovative products
so that this population, or any facing the same difficulties, even people in Russia, would
benefit from access to fair and transparent financial services.
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Since the Ukrainian war has continued to disturb human normalcy and the financial
realm globally, the entire fintech ecosystem has practically been affected in some manner.
To overcome future difficulties, the fintech sector has a potential to establish alternative
payment rails and financial infrastructures. A crisis will almost certainly occur again;
nevertheless, nations must guarantee that the financial effects are as modest as possible
and work toward a more peaceful future.

1.5. Centralized Payment Network Firms (CPNs) Social Media Marketing

In 2021, centralized payment network firms (CPNs) ecosystem raised USD 210.1 B
in investments, making the industry one of the fastest-growing sectors [63]. Therefore,
the fintech industry has become the norm. As consumers shift to managing their finances
digitally, increasing the potential user base, the competition with centralized payment
network systems results in looking for ways to achieve a competitive advantage in the
digital arena [64]. To continuously grow, expand, and vary among the competition, fintech
companies should develop a customer-centric marketing strategy. However, running their
marketing activities on digital rails becomes a daunting task for both fintech newbies and
veterans since they operate in an increasingly saturated market.

According to the Digital 2022 Global Overview report, nearly 60% of the world’s pop-
ulation are active social media users using 7.5 platforms each month [65]. Hammerschlag
et al. (2020) highlight the importance of social media as an effective marketing strategy for
fintech companies to gain market traction [66]. This multi-channel marketing approach
should be seen as an opportunity for fintech companies to establish their social presence
and build brand awareness.

While brand awareness and lead generation are the main benefits of employing a
solid social media strategy [67,68], customer engagement is crucial for organic traffic [69],
customer advocacy [70], and relationship building [71]. One way to ensure customer
engagement is the development of strong brand communities [72]. When it comes to
customers’ interaction with brands, community marketing is a crucial component of digital
marketing strategies. The roles are discrete: While the brand community develops a sense
of connection among like-minded people, social media marketing ensures digital ways to
connect with the audience, reaching larger numbers of potential customers. In essence, it
is all about where companies can find their prospective clients and deliver the most well
thought-out experience. Poorly feeding social media platforms proves to be insufficient as
opposed to the employment of personalized marketing activities that will ensure customer
engagement [73]. By asking questions, providing incentives, developing user engagement
content, and making offers, all those actions can lead to improved engagements with
followers and, thus, optimize digital branding.

Connecting and engaging with members of a brand community are now gold stands,
and these methods not only build long-term relationships with existing clients but will
further advance e-WOM with the intention of attracting new followers and converting
them to brand advocates [74,75]. This is not to say that a social media strategy based on
brand community is a fix-all solution. However, during crisis periods, the fundamental
need of humans to belong somewhere and to have a voice will turn a company’s social
media presence into an empowered contributor since it engages in public discourse.

1.6. Social Media and Customer Website Analytics

The proliferation of social media has metamorphosed social media platforms into
viable communication channels that are able to synthesize a strong communication strat-
egy that will increase online users’ engagement, brand awareness, and overall business
performance. According to Statista [76], online users spend an average of 147 min per
day on social media platforms, creating an unintentionally large amount of data. Social
media analytics provides access to this enormous amount of data collected from social
media platforms in order to give organizations useful information regarding online users’
behavior and facilitate the decision-making process of organizations [77]. In particular,
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during crisis periods, spotting trends in consumers’ behavior can provide an in-depth
understanding of customers’ online journey process, which will in turn guide business
decisions and influence digital marketing activities.

The results of the recent coronavirus crisis demonstrate that during novel crises,
the rapid shift in digitalization affects customers’ preferences, making mapping a digital
customer’s journey a challenging topic for businesses that do not want to fall behind [78].
Without measuring and analyzing social media efficiencies, businesses struggle to maintain
a sustainable way to improve their performance. Social media analytics transforms the
analysis of customers’ sentiments and their behavioral patterns into a simple process with
data that, when leveraged efficiently, can be a powerful tool for business development in
the long run.

Lately, the CPN industry has received great attention due to its ever-growing spur
to continuously provide innovative, customized financial software solutions. The Rus-
sian invasion of Ukraine has had an impact on the world’s economy, but there is little
information on how the fintech sector has been affected by this crisis. Given that crisis
communication and the impact of social media receive great attention at a European level
with the development of the RISE-SMA Project [79], the current paper addresses several
emerging issues:

• What is the impact of war on centralized payment network services?
• How can social media behavioral KPIs enlighten customers’ online behavior during a

war crisis?
• How does social media analytics influence SEO tracking metrics?
• What is the contribution of social media platforms with regard to centralized payment

networks’ digital branding?
• What are the recommended recovery actions that should be taken to diminish risk

perceptions, improve digital marketing efforts, and enhance business visibility?

Multiple researchers have been devoted to social media analytics [80–82]. Within the
crisis management field, numerous studies have been conducted with regard to social
media analytics in Information Technology [83], the tourism industry [84], and political
communication [85], among others. However, less attention has been placed on social
media analytics within the ecosystem of centralized payment networks during crises. An
interesting study has been carried out by Franco-Riquelme and Rubalcaba [86], using
Twitter to analyze innovation and sustainable development goals for Fintech firms. How-
ever, the research has not been developed under the scope of a war crisis. In line with
this research, the current study focused on analyzing and interpreting the data shared on
different social media platforms to understand customers’ behavior and predict future
purchasing attitudes during the course of a war. Specifically, the present study analyzes
social media behavioral KPIs, setting the ground for the development of an effective digital
marketing strategy. It is a novel topic that will elucidate users’ online behavior toward
digital financial services during a wartime crisis escalation and evaluate the impact of
developing innovative services as a crisis-management tool.

Proving CPNs’ innovation impact, constantly improving performance, and forming
genuine customer relationships through every touchpoint on the way to making purchases
are fundamental for the proper delivery of seamless customer expectations during crisis
situations. When it is impossible to predict what lies around the corner, being agile and
flexible in capitalizing on shifting market demands is of the essence. The new digital era
demands the continuous deliver of digital financial services, regardless of the arising crisis:
even if the global economy may collapse, financial activities will never end.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Research Hypotheses

Global supply networks have been significantly impacted by the conflict in Ukraine.
Many of these changes are yet unknown since customer behavior is constantly changing
in response to the dynamic nature of this novel situation. Global energy and food supply
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chain imbalances have caused financial uncertainty, affecting customer behavior on a
global scale. Customers’ reactions to this highly volatile environment are a matter of great
interest, especially taking into account the very significant dynamic of social media. An
improved understanding of this complex network of variables that affects the relationship
between customers and CPN organizations is of significant importance since it can provide
organizations with valuable options for effective strategic planning during a war crisis.
Providing answers to CPN companies regarding resource allocation and risk-mitigation
strategy development during a war crisis can demonstrate the effectiveness of using passive
crowdsourcing data as a risk-management tool for supply-chain companies.

The following five research hypotheses were created in order to address the problems
raised above.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The outset of the Ukrainian war crisis caused significant variations in CPN
websites’ organic visits.

War crises can be the source of great uncertainty. In particular, the Ukrainian war is
able to trigger a global financial unbalance. The impact of this effect on the CPNs has not
been thoroughly studied due to the nature and rarity of the crisis. The outcomes of this
research question will assist CPN organizations in planning effective risk-management
strategies by utilizing the dynamics of their digital branding.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Social media analytics can explain adequately the amount of traffic and
keywords leading to CPN websites.

Social media’s influence on websites’ traffic during a war crisis is valuable information
regarding customer behavior. Establishing a correlation between these variables can lead
to useful outcomes that can help CPN organizations plan effective marketing plans during
a war crisis using efficient resource allocation.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Social media analytics can affect the cost of CPN websites’ organic campaigns.

Investing resources to increase organic traffic is a well-established marketing strategy.
The unstable environment, however, during a war crisis could alter aspects of customer
behavior that were taken for granted. Details regarding the effect of social media analytics
on this marketing strategy will allow CPN organizations to choose the most efficient option
to invest financial resources.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). The amount of social traffic that CPN websites attract is related to their social
media analytic metrics.

War is a crisis that rarely arises in western societies. This “novelty” aspect of the risks
involved is expected to increase the customers’ risk-involved perception [87]. The financial
environment created by these circumstances could change usual customer behaviors [88].
The correlation between social media metrics and CPN websites’ social traffic during a
war crisis will provide CPN companies with a powerful tool for risk-mitigation strategies
within this volatile environment.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). The percentage of visitors abandoning CPNs’ websites can be affected by its
social media analytics.

The “Bounce Rate” is only one of website metric that demonstrates the tendency of
visitors to abandon a website once they visit it. The elements that affect this tendency may
be influenced by the dynamic environment created by a war crisis. This research question
attempts to clarify the correlation between social media analytics and the percentage of
visitors abandoning CPNs’ websites. Results will provide a clearer view of CPN organiza-
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tions so that they will be able to plan more efficient business strategies by adapting their
risk-management plans to dominant tendencies.

2.2. Sample and Data Retrieval

To support the aim of this study, the authors first discerned the 5 most known firms in
the centralized payment sector and then proceeded to extract the valuable data from their
websites. Starting with the firms’ selection, the criteria of customers’ evaluation, the amount
of data transactions, and the number of benefits for users, such as utilitarianism and a
low difficulty level of use [89]. Sample firms of interest are as follows: Authorizenet [90],
Braintree [91] Paypal [92], Square [93], and Stripe [94]. After spotting the CPN firms’
websites of study, the next phase concerns webpage’ metric extraction. In order to collect
the required website metrics, known as web analytics, we utilized a platform-based decision
support system (DSS) that grants website data via payment. The DSS platforms that were
utilized in our research are Semrush [95] and Fanpage Karma [96], with daily observations
and the collection of the required web metrics taking place. The authors gathered website
data for a period of 180 days, starting from 1 December 2021 to 30 June 2022. During this
period, daily data were collected and processed, as observed in the following sections of
the paper.

3. Results
3.1. Exploratory Model

Through the analysis of the FCM concept map, it is understood that the importance of
CPN web pages is constantly changing as the impact of the war crisis escalates and affects
consumer behavior, a fact that will enhance strategic decision-making skills [97]. It also
increases the impact of the social media analytics effect on search engine rankings on the
payment system.

Various organizations, guided by key interactions that crisis variables bring to e-
branding rankings, will succeed in designing effective marketing processes in times of
crisis. In the midst of the crisis of war, indicators of user loyalty show increased loyalty
as users search the Internet for more information regarding the problems inflicted on
electronic payments due to the war.

FCM is a parametric form of concept mapping, in which static models representing
knowledge can be developed by defining basic properties of the system, such as system
variables, positive or negative correlations between variables, and the correlation of one
variable to another variable to a certain degree [98]. The FCM analysis mechanism is based
on the structure of the concept map and is performed using graph-based analysis between
the graph and the variables contained in the model. A system affected by many variables
can be modeled with these models, attempting to describe the relationship between the
variables and the system [99]. Big data mining provides massive amounts of data that need
to be analyzed in order to turn them into information for businesses and organizations.

Using FCM, data can be turned into information by making complete inferences about
the data received from the web. Misunderstandings about network data can lead to incor-
rect conclusions about information analysis, which can negatively impact an organization
or company’s development strategy. For proper data analysis, the researchers recommend
the use of FCM-based network analysis data. An analysis of the FCM concept map in
question makes it evident that user engagement and organic traffic KPIs on the central
payment system sites are increasing; consequently, more cost-effective e-branding strategies
are emerging.

A well-known and branded company is more likely to attract visitors to its website
compared to a company that does not have the corresponding recognition. However,
crisis situations lead users to adopt new consumption habits [100]. An analysis of the
FCM concept map shows that branding influences the organic traffic of central payment
network websites.
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Additionally, although the behavior of “Central Payment Networks” fluctuates at
stable levels, variables “organic traffic,” “organic keywords,” and bounce rate show positive
fluctuations compared to the traffic of “social traffic” and “organic traffic costs”, which are
found in the negative axis for all tested values beyond that which CPN evaluates as “1”.

In this case, the inverse of the above finding is diverted. Organic traffic, organic
keywords, and bounce rate show negative fluctuations as opposed to social traffic and
organic traffic costs, which are on the positive axis, as shown in Figure 1. In Table 1, the
correlations of the sample’s variables are shown. Those regression coefficients are the main
base for deploying variables’ interconnections on the model of Figure 1. In Figure 2 the
socioeconomic impacts of the War in Ukraine in the biggest countries can be seen.
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Table 1. Correlation Analysis Matrix.
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Organic Traffic 1 0.319 −0.538 ** −0.562 −0.569 0.506 −0.556 * 0.182 −0.121 0.656 * 0.071 0.315 0.056 0.650 *
Organic Keywords 0.319 1 −0.220 0.167 −0.262 0.335 −0.533 −0.454 0.492 0.341 0.024 0.579 * 0.029 0.337

Organic Traffic Costs −0.538 ** −0.220 1 −0.434 0.607 −0.432 0.020 −0.564 * 0.297 −0.256 −0.066 −0.482 −0.059 −0.268
Social Traffic −0.562 0.167 −0.434 1 −0.233 0.673 0.180 0.118 0.322 −0.344 −0.026 0.761 * −0.024 −0.204
Bounce Rate −0.569 −0.262 0.607 −0.233 1 0.142 −0.042 −0.079 0.582 0.733 0.624 −0.209 0.626 0.570

Social Engagement 0.506 0.335 −0.432 0.673 0.142 1 −0.420 0.151 0.512 0.836 ** 0.136 0.838 ** 0.141 0.824 **
Number of Fans −0.556 * −0.533 0.020 0.180 −0.042 −0.420 1 0.228 −0.200 −0.724 ** 0.230 −0.240 0.232 −0.738 **
Follower Growth 0.182 −0.454 −0.564 * 0.118 −0.079 0.151 0.228 1 −0.193 −0.021 0.069 0.093 0.069 −0.039

Number of Comments −0.121 0.492 0.297 0.322 0.582 0.512 −0.200 −0.193 1 0.284 0.026 0.595 * 0.035 0.268
Number of Likes 0.656 * 0.341 −0.256 −0.344 0.733 0.836 ** −0.724 ** −0.021 0.284 1 0.144 0.504 0.145 0.997 **
Number of Posts 0.071 0.024 −0.066 −0.026 0.624 0.136 0.230 0.069 0.026 0.144 1 0.130 1.000 ** 0.111
Post Interaction 0.315 0.579 * −0.482 0.761 * −0.209 0.838 ** −0.240 0.093 0.595 * 0.504 0.130 1 0.136 0.487
Posts per Day 0.056 0.029 −0.059 −0.024 0.626 0.141 0.232 0.069 0.035 0.145 1.000 ** 0.136 1 0.112

Total Reactions 0.650 * 0.337 −0.268 −0.204 0.570 0.824 ** −0.738 ** −0.039 0.268 0.997 ** 0.111 0.487 0.112 1

* and ** indicate statistical significance at the 95% and 99% level respectively.
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FCM Analysis with Factors from the Model

By conducting the analysis of the FCM concept map, it is understandable that CPN
is shaping up for the better as the crisis of war escalates and affects consumer behaviors
accordingly. In addition, it increases the impact of the social media analytics effect on the
search engine’s ranking on the payment system.

An analysis of the FCM concept map makes it evident that user engagement and
organic traffic KPIs on central payment system sites are increasing, leading to more cost-
effective e-branding strategies.

A branded company is more likely to attract visitors to its website than an unbranded
company. However, wartime crisis situations lead users to adopt new consumption habits.
An analysis of the FCM concept map reveals that social traffic influences the organic traffic
of the central payment network websites. SMA stands for social media analytics, for which
its level varies accordingly (Figure 3a–f):
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3.2. Statistical Analysis

Moving to the statistical elaboration of data, the authors deployed statistical tools for
extracting coefficients of the performed linear regressions. In this manner, the topical and
stationary relevance of the FCM analysis’ variables can be validated by using regression
analysis. For this purpose, we started the analysis by presenting four main descriptive
statistics in Table 2 for all involved variables (both dependent and independent) so as to get
a first idea of their characteristics. Most used variables are easy to interpret with respect
to their meaning and metrics’ measurement. For instance, the social engagement metric
is the percentage of interactions a social media profile has divided by the number of its
followers [96].

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of 5 CPN firms’ websites during a six-month period.

Mean Min Max Std. Deviation

Organic Traffic 12,396,829.1 10,597,332.6 13,557,164.8 846,987.5
Organic Keywords 616,364.616 551,015.8 689,284.2 32,227.48

Organic Traffic Costs 22,115,440.80 14,987,699.4 31,237,574.8 4,411,200.442
Social Traffic 651,846.114 465,269.2 1,188,802 255,904.58
Bounce Rate 0.533164 0.4906 0.5509 0.02007

Social Engagement 0.0004 0.000094 0.001083 0.00032
Number of Fans 655,557.22 612,388.08 66,924.91 24,069.3
Follower Growth 225.359 30.21 461.13 132.14295

Number of Comments 12.141 4.42 17.25 4.00367
Number of Likes 239.0577 64.75 662.83 202.65334
Number of Posts 11.9615 8.33 15.83 1.92318
Post Interaction 0.0009 0.000151 0.003241 0.00095
Posts per Day 1.8601 1.30 2.45 0.2988

Total Reactions 283.7756 81.75 805.25 235.97
n = 180 observation days for 10 CPN websites.

Next, in Table 3, the Levene’s test for equality of variances is performed at the organic
traffic variable, which is divided into two groups. The first group contains values before
the beginning of the Ukrainian war crisis, and the second group contains values after
its outset. The variable was selected due to its ability to show the number of visitors
a website receives during an organic search. The p-value of Levene’s test is above the
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a = 0.05 significance level, meaning that the hypothesis of equal variances is not assumed.
Regarding Hypothesis 1, no regression model was used due to the nature of the dependent
variables. The authors cannot disguise the impact of the war’s timing relative to the organic
traffic of CPNs; instead, they utilized Levene’s t-test for the same sample’s population to
observe whether the variance of CPNs’ combined organic traffic before the outset of the
war was similar to the one after the war’s outset [78]. Thus, the two groups of organic
traffic values have different variances, and the paper’s first research hypothesis is verified,
namely that the outset of the Ukrainian war crisis caused significant variations in CPN
websites’ organic visits.

Table 3. CPNs websites’ organic traffic Levene’s t-test before and after the crisis.

Variables t Sig. F p-Value

Equal variances assumed −0.525 0.605
2.140 0.157

Equal variances not assumed −0.858 0.402

In Tables 4 and 5 we obtain regression results of organic traffic and keywords as
dependent variables for a total of nine independent social media analytic variables. As
can be discerned, none of the linear regressions were verified in total since their p-values
were above the a = 0.05 level of significance (0.163 and 0.191), despite high R2 = 0.914 and
0.903. Apart from that, no social media analytic variables significantly impacts the depen-
dent variables of organic traffic and keywords, with p-values above the 0.05 significance
level. Thus, our second research hypothesis is rejected, and social media analytics cannot
adequately explain the number of traffic and keywords that lead to CPN websites.

Table 4. Impact of social media analytics on CPNs websites’ organic traffic.

Variables Standardized Coefficient R2 F p-Value

Constant -

0.914 3.548

0.163
Social Engagement −0.207 0.884

Number of Fans −0.135 0.814
Follower Growth 0.089 0.716

Number of Comments −0.0326 0.304
Number of Likes 4.606 0.239
Number of Posts 21.400 0.052
Post Interaction 0.407 0.568
Posts per Day −21.553 0.052

Total Reactions −3.950 0.274

Table 5. Impact of social media analytics on CPNs websites’ organic keywords.

Variables Standardized Coefficient R2 F p-Value

Constant -

0.903 3.096

0.191
Social Engagement −2.483 0.171

Number of Fans 0.014 0.981
Follower Growth −0.174 0.515

Number of Comments 0.225 0.481
Number of Likes 1.742 0.638
Number of Posts −2.199 0.781
Post Interaction 1.802 0.076
Posts per Day 2.110 0.791

Total Reactions −0.278 0.935

Tables 6 and 7 present linear regressions of CPNs’ organic traffic costs and social
traffic as dependent variables. Again, as independent variables are used, nine social media
analytic variables are used, but this time with both of regressions being verified in total
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with p-values = 0.000 < a = 0.01 and R2 = 0.999 and 1.000. Most independent variables
significantly impact organic traffic costs and social traffic variables, with social media
engagement and the number of fans affecting only social traffic. Given the above, research
hypotheses 3 and 4 are verified, meaning that social media analytics affect the costs of
CPN websites’ organic campaigns and are related to the amount of social traffic that CPN
websites attract.

Table 6. Impact of social media analytics on CPNs websites’ organic traffic costs.

Variables Standardized Coefficient R2 F p-Value

Constant -

0.999 246.523

0.000 **
Social Engagement 0.433 0.077

Number of Fans −0.208 0.051
Follower Growth −0.454 0.001 **

Number of Comments 0.591 0.000 **
Number of Likes 4.489 0.001 **
Number of Posts −7.529 0.003 **
Post Interaction −1.137 0.001 **
Posts per Day 7.513 0.003 **

Total Reactions −4.881 0.001 **
** indicates statistical significance at the 99% level.

Table 7. Impact of social media analytics on CPNs websites’ social traffic.

Variables Standardized Coefficient R2 F p-Value

Constant -

1.000 -

0.000 **
Social Engagement 1.144 0.000 **

Number of Fans 0.165 0.000 **
Follower Growth 0.225 0.000 **

Number of Comments 0.445 0.000 **
Number of Posts −0.988 0.000 **
Total Reactions −0.023 0.000 **

** indicates statistical significance at the 99% level.

Finally, the regression of CPN websites’ bounce rate is provided in Table 8, which is
overall verified with p-value = 0.000, <a = 0.01 level of significance, and R2 = 1.000. Each
social media analytic variable significantly impacts the bounce-rate-dependent variable
with all p-values = 0.000 and <a = 0.01 significance level. This means that our last research
hypothesis is verified; thus, the percentage of visitors abandoning CPNs’ websites is
affected by its social media analytic metrics.

Table 8. Impact of social media analytics on CPNs websites’ bounce rate.

Variables Standardized Coefficient R2 F p-Value

Constant -

1.000 -

0.000 **
Social Engagement 0.002 0.000 **

Number of Fans −0.643 0.000 **
Follower Growth 0.472 0.000 **

Number of Comments 0.007 0.000 **
Number of Posts 0.934 0.000 **
Total Reactions 0.743 0.000 **

** indicates statistical significance at the 99% level.

3.3. Simulation Model

At this stage of the paper, the authors capitalize on the Agent-Based Modeling (ABM)
process to develop and shape a simulation model. This model will be based on the relation-
ships and coefficients of all variables of the analysis, improving the model’s simulation and
consistency [101]. The ABM analysis of the research aims to show the potential benefits of
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CPN firms’ organic traffic increase by decreasing their total organic campaign costs. Thus,
the simulation’s key factors for observation are website organic traffic and campaign costs,
as well as social traffic and bounce rates. By using this ABM process, visitors, depicted by
agents, enter the model’s statecharts and interact with their parameters and variables to
form procedures valuable for decision making. To perform the above process, agents strictly
follow the variation in the model’s commands (if, and, etc.), parameters, and guidance
lines (statecharts’ arrows). The paper’s simulation process is set to a 180 day period, with a
one-time snapshot measurement.

Hence, in Figure 4, the ABM process begins by using the statechart of Centralized
Payment Networks’ Visitors (CPNVisitors), where customers keen to visit CPN websites
enter. These visitors will end up on a website either from social traffic sources or from
every other traffic source (direct, referral traffic, etc.). Then, they contribute to the organic
keyword variation of CPNs’ websites since they enter that statechart while reaching the
last statechart of organic traffic. Each time they enter the final statechart of CPNs’ organic
traffic, no matter if they abandon the website too soon (via the bounce rate statechart),
their behavior is shaped and various social media analytic metrics begin to receive values
following the normal distribution. Organic campaign costs also begin to be affected by
agents’ movement. The Java routine can be observed in Table A1 in Appendix A.
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Figure 5 below depicts a comparison of CPN firms’ website traffic allocation before and
after the extensive strategic usage of social media analytics in digital marketing planning.
With the beige color, we can see potential visitors of CPNs’ websites. The purple color
shows CPN visitors from social media sources, while the gray color depicts visitors from
all other traffic sources (direct, referral, etc.). Then, the red color represents the visitors that
tend to abandon CPN firms’ websites, and the green color shows the visitors that contribute
to their organic traffic. In Figure 5a, CPNs’ websites do not apply social media strategies
to their digital marketing plans; thus, the number of red agents (those that abandon the
website) is pretty high compared to green agents, which constitutes its organic traffic. On
the contrary, in Figure 5b, where CPN firms use extensive social media strategies, we
can discern that red agents show a significant decrease and green agents have risen in
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numbers, highlighting the positive impact of social media analytics elaboration on organic
traffic enhancement.
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CPN key digital marketing metrics’ variations are presented in Figure 6 below. In this
way, authors can discern that social media analytics are varied in a similar way to all other
metrics (organic traffic, organic campaign costs, and social traffic), and in most cases, its
values slightly precede those of other metrics that have similar variations. For example,
just before day 180 of the simulation, social media analytics had rising values, with an
increase in social traffic, and then organic traffic started to increase in number, decreasing
organic campaign costs. This graphical presentation of the website’s analytic metrics of
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digital marketing performance, together with social media analytic usage variations, can
provide valuable intel for CPN firms about the efficiency of their social media strategies.
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4. Discussion

In this section of the paper, the authors seek to investigate the outcome of multiple
tools used for obtaining valuable insights for CPN firms’ digital marketing strategies. The
authors focused on the utility and implications of social media strategy in explaining and
assessing CPN organizations’ digital marketing performance and as a risk-management
evaluation tool. To perform this, the war crisis in Ukraine was invoked, and data from the
period before and after the crisis’ outset was retrieved and analyzed. For this reason, the
authors capitalized on static and dynamic simulation models of FCM [97] and ABM [98],
apart from statistical analysis, to extract the required outcomes.

Paper’s social media strategy included various variables and metrics from the five
selected CPNs’ social media platforms, such as the number of fans, follower growth,
number of comments, number of likes, etc. These social media analytics were found to
covariate with key indicators of CPNs’ digital marketing performance, such as organic
costs, organic traffic, bounce rate, and social traffic. Through that finding, the authors
proceeded to suggest the exact impact of social media analytic metrics on CPNs’ organic
traffic, costs, website bounce rate, and social traffic.

Having pointed out the significance of social media analytics in adequately explaining
the variation of CPNs’ organic traffic, costs, bounce rate, and social traffic, the elaboration
of the simulation analyses comes next. From the static modeling of FCM, we can observe
that a gradual increase in all social media analytic metrics leads to much higher website
organic traffic, lower organic campaign costs, a slight increase in organic keywords, and
lower social website traffic, with the cost of a slight increase in website bounce rates. The
increase in CPNs’ bounce rates is due to the large number of visitors landing on CPNs’
websites, with a small part of them being uninterested, which would not have landed on
the site prior to the enhancement of social media analytics. Furthermore, the social website
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traffic decrease could be explained by the increase in organic traffic as a result of increased
social media analytics, which might have switched the people visiting CPNs’ preference
from social sources to organic search.

Regarding ABM’s dynamic simulation results, we can discern that organic traffic and
organic costs are negatively connected, meaning when organic traffic rises and costs fall.
Social and organic traffic courses closely follow the course of social media analytics, with
less variation intensities. Thus, it can be suggested that CPNs can achieve higher organic
and social traffic and reduce their organic costs by adjusting their social media metrics
(e.g., increasing social media engagement and number of fans, decreasing posts per day,
etc.). Overall, we can see that the role of social media analytics in increasing CPNs’ digital
marketing performance is decisive since they are capable of enhancing key performance
metrics of their websites after a proper adjustment of each metric.

5. Conclusions
5.1. Conclusions

Throughout the research context of the study, the main interest has shifted to the war
crisis and CPNs’ digital marketing response. As shown from the Results section, CPNs’
digital marketing performance has been afflicted from the outset of the Ukrainian war
crisis, causing a drop in their organic traffic levels. The authors attempted to estimate
whether modeling and processing CPNs’ social media analytics could lead to enhanced
digital marketing performance. More specifically, digital marketing’s enhancement could
be achieved by increasing organic traffic, decreasing organic campaign costs [102], and
increasing website traffic from social sources.

The results of this research study provide further intelligence concerning the impli-
cation of social media analytics and the overall strategy of centralized payment networks
and, generally, Fintech firms. Our study is aligned with the following relevant literature
findings. Wang et al. [103] stated that creating and supporting, using IT implications,
knowledge bases for firms’ social media analytics could improve their overall marketing
strategy and performance. Garg et al. [104] found that social media analytics, by harvest-
ing customers’ engagement role, could significantly improve business performances and
digital marketing outcomes. Social media analytics involve key components that allow
business organizations to gather useful information regarding customers’ segments and
are also efficiently utilized for marketing business processes [105]. By modeling social
media analytics, business marketers can gain insights for their digital marketing campaigns
depending on their market characteristics [106].

Furthermore, the outcome of social media analytics as an effective risk-management
tool also supports the findings of Enekel et al. [107], who indicate that social media data,
after being collected and analyzed, can be contextualized as a supporting tool for risk
management, in addition to the findings of Chon and Kin [85] who suggest social media
analytics as a valuable risk identification tool during a crisis.

As a result, social media strategy should be considered as an important process for
CPN firms’ toolkit for improving their digital marketing performance and risk management
via the proper adjustment of each social media metric.

5.2. Future Work

Social media analytics and strategies based on their empirical results for digital mar-
keting performance assessment can be adopted by other relevant fields. For example, the
strategic capitalization of social media could be adopted in decentralized finance and pay-
ment sectors to improve digital marketing performance. Since big data and web analytics
have become valuable tools for analyzing the online behavior of customers, social media
analytics could be added to this list and aid in the process of customer acknowledgement.
In this manner, by examining corporate website and social platform users’ behavior, more
accurate insights [108] might accrue in the sectors of centralized and decentralized payment
network firms.
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Appendix A

Table A1. JAVA coding route for CPN websites’ social media analytics.

public void enterState(short _state, boolean _destination) {
switch(_state) {
case CPNVisitors: // (Simple state (not composite))
statechart.setActiveState_xjal(CPNVisitors);
{
socialEngagement = normal(0.00032, 0.0004);
numberofFans = normal(24069.3, 655557.22);
followerGrowth = normal(132.14295, 225.359);
numberofComments = normal(4.00367, 12.141);
numberofLikes = normal(202.65334, 239.0577);
numberofPosts = normal(1.92318, 11.9615);
postInteraction = normal(0.00095, 0.0009);
postsperDay = normal(0.2988, 1.8601);
totalReactions = normal(235.97, 283.7756);
socialMediaAnalytics = socialEngagement + numberofFans + followerGrowth +
numberofComments + numberofLikes + numberofPosts + postInteraction + postsperDay +
totalReactions
;}
transition.start();
transition1.start();
return;
case SocialTraffic: // (Simple state (not composite))
statechart.setActiveState_xjal(SocialTraffic);
{
bounceRate = normal(0.02007, 0.533164);
bounceRate = socialEngagement*(0.002) + numberofFans*(−0.643) + followerGrowth*(0.472) +
numberofComments*(0.007) + numberofPosts*(0.934) + totalReactions*(0.743);
socialTraffic = normal(255904.58, 651846.114);
socialTraffic = socialEngagement*(1.144) + numberofFans*(0.165) + followerGrowth*(0.225) +
numberofComments*(0.445) + numberofPosts*(−0.988) + totalReactions*(−0.023)
;}
transition3.start();
return;
case OrganicKeywords: // (Simple state (not composite))
statechart.setActiveState_xjal(OrganicKeywords);
{
organicKeywords = normal(32227.48, 616364.616)
;}
transition4.start();
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transition5.start();
return;
case OrganicTraffic: // (Simple state (not composite))
statechart.setActiveState_xjal(OrganicTraffic);
{
bounceRate = normal(0.02007, 0.533164);
organicTraffic = normal(846987.5, 12396829.1);
organicCosts = normal(4411200.442, 22115440.80);
organicCosts = followerGrowth*(−0.454) + numberofComments*(0.591) + numberofLikes*(4.489)
+ numberofPosts*(−7.529) + postInteraction*(−1.137) + postsperDay*(7.513) +
totalReactions*(−4.881)
;}
transition7.start();
return;
case BounceRate: // (Simple state (not composite))
statechart.setActiveState_xjal(BounceRate);
transition6.start();
return;
case OtherTrafficSources: // (Simple state (not composite))
statechart.setActiveState_xjal(OtherTrafficSources);
{
bounceRate = normal(0.02007, 0.533164);
bounceRate = socialEngagement*(0.002) + numberofFans*(−0.643) + followerGrowth*(0.472) +
numberofComments*(0.007) + numberofPosts*(0.934) + totalReactions*(0.743)
;}
transition2.start();
return;
default:
super.enterState(_state, _destination);
return;
}
}
@Override
@AnyLogicInternalCodegenAPI
public void exitState(short _state, Transition _t, boolean _source, Statechart _statechart) {
switch(_state) {
case CPNVisitors: // (Simple state (not composite))
if (!_source || _t!= transition) transition.cancel();
if (!_source || _t!= transition1) transition1.cancel();
return;
case SocialTraffic: // (Simple state (not composite))
if (!_source || _t!= transition3) transition3.cancel();
return;
case OrganicKeywords: // (Simple state (not composite))
if (!_source || _t!= transition4) transition4.cancel();
if (!_source || _t!= transition5) transition5.cancel();
return;
case OrganicTraffic: // (Simple state (not composite))
if (!_source || _t!= transition7) transition7.cancel();
return;
case BounceRate: // (Simple state (not composite))
if (!_source || _t!= transition6) transition6.cancel();
return;
case OtherTrafficSources: // (Simple state (not composite))
if (!_source || _t!= transition2) transition2.cancel();
return;
default:
super.exitState(_state, _t, _source, _statechart);
return;
} }
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